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be recorded.   He could only await what was inevitable, " an ugly sentence which I believe will pass upon me."
Bradshawe prefaced it with a long lecture on the lawfulness of calling kings to account, and the evils of Charles's reign. He was full of pedantries, he contrived to obscure the fact that it was not Parliament which was condemning the King, and he relied overmuch upon vague denunciations of him as a " traitor and murtherer." Nevertheless the speech is an able and sincere performance, far more so than the statement (prepared but never delivered) of the prosecuting counsel, who had raked up venomous old scandals—the poisoning of King James, a deliberate plot to betray La Rochelle to the Papists, the incitement to murder Protestants in Ireland, Bradshawe deserves better consideration than Lawyer Cooke, who had waited in vain for Charles to plead and give him an opportunity of prosecuting. Bradshawe's speech, his references to the King's "breach of trust/' his "miscarriages/1 the sad state of his country, aiming against Charles's mistakes rather than his sins, would be an easy one to answer in a court of law. But it proclaims the man's conviction that, if the thing he was doing was unjust, it was also necessary.
Charles-attempted to interrupt once, asking leave to reply to Bradshawe's " imputations " before sentence was pronounced. Bradshawe quashed him, drove straight ahead to his peroration, and commanded the clerk to read the formal sentence of death. Again Charles asked leave to reply. Bradshawe refused it, and ordered the guards to remove the prisoner. As they did so, Charles repeated his appeal, a little feverishly now. " Guard, withdraw your prisoner!" thundered Bradshawe. " I am not suffered to, speak/' said the King, as he was led away. ." Expect what justice other people will have."
Axtell was scoffing aloud as he went, the soldiers, laughing and blowing smoke in his face.   One had spat in his face on the second day of the trial.   Now several were calling out " Justice!   Execution! "   " Poor creatures/'

